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Rent control meeting tonight
Operation Rent Watch will meet tonight to discuss the legal technicalities of rent
increases.
The meeting is to start at 7 p.m. in the C.U. Loma Prieta Room.
Bill Spooner and Carlos Perez, investigators from the Internal Revenue Service,
will discuss the rent control program and answer questions about rent increases.
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New style con men
take students’ money

"He drew a circle that
Shut me out...
But love and I had the
Wit to win.
We drew a circle that
Took him in."

By MARK SIMON
He told me his name was Jerry.
He asked me if I hated Blacks and told
me about a school in the ghetto designed
to help keep young children off drugs and
provide them with an education.

Jury quiz
continues

- Edwin Markham
1872 graduate

Centennial grad’s concepts
relevant to today’s society
By LA QUITA BALDOCK
In photos, his face appears unmarked, his features very refined,
almost undistinguished.
Inside, a mind that spanned generations, leaving a literary heritage
as relevant today as when he graduated 100 years ago.
Edwin Markham, internationally known poet, author, literary critic,
and lecturer, has been called the college’s "most distinguished graduate"
by former College President, the late Morris E. Dailey.
Markham graduated in 1872 among a class of 17 seniors from San
Jose Normal School, now SJS.
"Ours was the first class graduated after the removal to San Jose,"
Markham reminisced in a letter that has been preserved. The college
was relocated to the Washington Square area.
"Under Dr. Lucky, the discipline was strict, yet kindly --the hand
of iron in the glove of velvet."
Markham’s first widely acclaimed poem, "Man With a Hoe" reads:
"Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans
Upon his hoe and gazes on the ground,
The emptiness of ages in his face
And on his back the burden of the world."
In another poem, "Lincoln, the Man of the People," Markham wrote:
"The color of the ground was in him,.
the red earth,
The smack and tang of elemental things.
Here was a man to hold against the world,
A man to match mountains and the sea."
The original draft of "Man With a Hoe" was written while Markham
attended college and was living with his mother in a small cottage at
432 S. Eighth St.
During his college days Markham had been a frequent visitor in
the home of Raymond W. Miller, 1916 edi.or of SJS’s yearbook "La
Torre".
Miller said ’Man With a Hoe’ received worldwide recognition and
was hailed by many as the battle -cry of the next 1,000 years.
Markham became a local school principal and later, superintendant
of California schools. But he never forgot his lifetime work of writing.
Always interested in child labor problems, Markham wrote a series
of magazine articles, which were published in book form as "The

Children of Bondage."
He also edited a two -volume, "Book of Poetry", covering 1,000
years of verse.
"Markham had the ability to put the truths as he learned them, into
words of life and an explanation of man. This ability is well demonstrated
in the following lines," Miller said.
"We are all blind until we see
That in the human plan
Nothing is worth the making if
It does not make the man."
He was getting old, towards 70 perhaps. Other poems of the now
white-haired sage fortold of problems man had yet to face.
"Why build the cities glorious
If man unbuilded goes?
In vain we build the world unless
The builder also grows."
Writing throughout his long and productive life, Markham completed
"New Poems - Eighty Songs at Eighty" eight years before his death in
1940.
Today, his modest home is preserved as a shrine to Markham.
This memorial is earmarked with a frontyard cornerstone and plaque
and is located behind Building T.
Once describing himself, Markham wrote, "I was the child on the
homeless streets." At SJS he found a home. His poem, "Outwitted",
was cast in metal to be read by future generations walking past Tower
Hall, just as he did 100 years ago.
The bronze plaque on the North-West corner of Tower Hall reads:
"He drew a circle that shut me out
Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout.
But love and I had the wit to win.
We drew a circle that took him in."
With the naming of Markham Hall, the Tower Hall plaque, and by
keeping his house as a memorial on campus SJS has not forgotten its
poet laureate who wrote:
"All honor to the one that in this hour
Cries to the world as from a lighted tower
Cries for the Man Forgotten."

Alleged discrimination

By MEL JOHHNSON
Three women and one man tentatively
seated in the murder, kidnap, conspiracy
trial of Black activist Angela Davis survived
the second round of questioning from attorneys on both sides yesterday.
Robert E. McCarthy, a corporate tax man
for Southern Pacific railroad, had been tentatively seated, but was excused for financial
reasons.
McCarthy said he "had no assurance his
salary would continue during the trial," which
is expected to run for six months.
During the routine search of reporters
entering the courtroom, New York Times
Reporter Earl Caldwell was arrested for
carrying a small film cannister filled with
what deputy Fred Marburg said was marijuana.
Caldwell, 33, was booked and released on
his own recognizance later after the laboratory apparently confirmed the substance was
marijuana.
Also found on Caldwell, who gained some
national attention as the Black reporter convicted for civil contempt by a San Francisco
Federal Court, was a $41 traffic ticket.
Caldwell was convicted after he refused
to appear before a grand jury investigating
the Black Panther Party’s activities two years
ago.
This morning at 8:30,14 clergymen were
expected to issue a written statement, concerning the trial, in front of Superior Court.
They are also expected to observe the court
proceedings today.
Among those expected were SJS campus
ministers Chad Boliek and Roy Hoch.
Miss Davis, a 28 -year -old former UCLA
philosophy instructor, is charged under a
state law which holds persons who conspire
to a crime equally guilty with participants.
Today’s proceeding will continue with
more questioning of prospective jurors by
the defense and prosecution,which saw six
more prospective jurors withdrawn because
of medical or educational reasons or financial
hardship.
Miss Davis’ defense fund was boosted by
$38,000 Saturday, following a benefit concert
headlined by Sammy Davis Jr. and Arethra
Franklin in Los Angeles’ Shrine Auditorium.

II e %anted iny mune!,
It’s an old story, the names, the faces,
the line may change, but the con man and
his game still thrive.
P.T. Barnum in coining the phrase about
the frequency of birth concerning suckers
neglected to mention the con man. For every
10 suckers born, there is a con man standing
in the wings waiting to take his money.
The latest twist at SJS is just a variation on a theme.
Three Black men, very well dressed,
accost students on campus and give a pitch
about a school needing funds.
The first time they needed money for a
program in Oakland called "Job Training for
Minorities."
The second time it was for ,a school in
San Francisco called the "Islamic School"
located at Geary and Fillmore.
They hand the victim a sheet of paper
with the "Humanity Creed" written on it.
The creed pledges "Any good I can do
or any kindness that I can show to any human
being let me do it now. Let me not defer
or neglect it for I shall not pass this way
again."
But there are no such places.
The address in Oakland, 1637 Magnolia,
does not show up in police or directory assistance records.
At the corner of Geary and Fillmore is
Islamic organizations from the
a bar.
Masonic Lodge, to the Middle -Eastern sect,
to the Black Muslim faction disavow affiliation with the group.
However, students, for whatever reasons,
give their money to these well -dressed smooth
talkers.
A check with the San Jose City Clerk
office, where groups must obtain permits to
solicit funds in the city, reveals no listing
for such charity groups.
Groups applying for non-profit status must
submit an application and face a hearing
by the Public Solicitation Commission before
receiving permission.
A secretary stated there is nothing on
file for the above mentioned groups.
In addition, Byron Bollinger, SJS supervisor of buildings and grounds, revealed that
soliciting for money on a state college campus
is illegal.
In the State Administrative Code, section
42350 it is stipulated the soliciting for funds
on campus "is prohibited except by written
permission of the president of the state
college or his designee."
Bollinger concluded that the three Black
men are in violation of this code.
They appeared on campus about a week
ago.
When a Spartan Daily photographer
appeared to take their picture, they quickly
left campus.
They haven’t been caught yet, but they may
well try their lot at SJS again.
One even said I could write him a check if
I was short on cash. He said it would help
the "brothers" in the streets

Daily investigation asked
Investigation of ,the Spartan Daily for
alleged discrimination against Chicano students has been requested.
An investigation was asked by Raul Baca,
Art Calsapl, Sonny Madrid, Jessie Serna,
Juan Najera and Juan Antu in a letter to A.S.
Attorney General Steve Burch dated March 1.
A pre -investigation hearing will be called
to determine if the matter will go before the
A.S. Judiciary, Burch said.

Burch subpoenaed members of the Daily
editorial board to appear at a pre -investigation hearing tomorrow. However, he has
postponed the hearing to an indefinite date.
"Burch doesn’t have the power to subpoena
anyone. No one on this campus does," said
Don DuShane, assistant to the dean of student
services.
Burch can request someone to appear before a hearing but they aren’t obligated to
cooperate and come, DuShane said.
If the hearing determines there has been

a constitutional violation Burch said, he will
refer the matter to the Judiciary; if an A.S.
violation is found he’ll bring the matter to
the college Communications Board.
All the judiciary can do, however, is
refer the matter to the Communications
Board, said DuShane.
If the Communications Board hears the
matter. it can make recommendations to SJS
President John Bunzel, he said. Dr. Bunzel
can act on the recommendation if he agrees,
DuShane said.

County task forces Student held
in shooting
need SJS students
For a long time students have been crying
out for relevancy and involvement without
specifying where to be relevant and involved.
Now, with the help of A.S. officials and
Santa Clara County, SJS students have a place
close to home to pinpoint their energy and
eagerness for action.
The county is looking for at least 30
students throughout Santa Clara County to
participate on task forces designed to review,
evaluate and make recommendations on criminal justice programs.
At last week’s A.S. Council meeting,
Marles Alaimo, a counselor at the county’s
Juvenile Probation Department, asked for
council’s endorsement of the program and for
two SJS student participants.
Miss Alaimo, a former SJS student, received the endorsement, and now she needs
the students.
Targets of the 15 task forces covers wide
scope of social ills including methadone

maintenance programs, criminal justice information control, police planning projects,
alcoholism prevention, and traffic problems.
Each task force has three functions:
assimilation of information, grouping of information, and making recommendations.
Each force would report directly to the
Criminal Justice Review Board of Santa
Clara County.
According to Miss Alaimo, the non-partisan, apolitical activity allows students the
opportunity to voice opinions and gather
information on existing community justice
programs.
A.S. Attorney General Steve Burch termed
the program "an opportunity for students
to have a direct Input in community affairs."
Interested students may apply for the task
force posts in Burc h’s office in the A.S.
offices of the College Union.
No special background, experience or
major field is required.

An SJS student has been booked on suspicion of murder in connection with the shooting
and death early Sunday of his former girl
friend, Mary Sue Bridges, 20.
The student, Pete Villanueva, 22, of 1987
Harbor View Ave., reportedly stabbed the girl
and wrestled a small caliber pistol from her
father, then fired five shots at her, police
said.
Villanueva reportedly arrived at the family
home about 12:30 a.m. Sunday. Police said
he was attempting a reconciliation with Miss
Bridges, but brought a knife.
Francis W. Bridges, the girl’s father,
entered the room after hearing a disturbance.
He told police he saw Villanueva thrusting
a knife at his daughter so he went to the bedroom for a gun.
Police said Bridges returned and ordered
Villanueva to drop the knife but the assailant
grabbed the pistol and shot the girl.
Then he sat down and waited for the police.
Police said the victim had been stabbed,
and hit by four of the five small caliber bullets --she died immediately.
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Slow the funeral frenzy
By CORY FARLEY
The other morning on the way
to school I passed a funeral procession. Or they passed me, to be
accurate; I was cruising at my
usual slightly illegal 70 and they
went by in a silent flurry of black
and chrome. It started me thinking
about the whole death thing in our

society.

.lost for the hell of it I pushed
the Fiat into furious reluctant
actis its and repassed the whole long
line, garnering dirty looks from all
concerned and an indignant flashing of lights from the lead vehicle.
wherein the guest of honor presumably rode.
Why this fiat -out blind to the
We keep people alive,
grave?
sometimes against their wills, and
often against our humanitarian
principles, for as long and painful
a time as we can manage. Then
when they die they’re hustled off
to have dirt thrown on themafter
the appropriate expensive ceremony, of course --as fast as we can

drive.
It’s been said that funerals
are for the living, not for the
deceased. If that’s true, why do
they always look like.. well, like
4hey were going to a funeral? Quite
aside from the normal sorrow at
the passing of a loved one, funeral goers always look like they were
waiting for the dentist.
And maybe that’s why everything goes so fast. Funerals are
for morticians.
If you’ve ever
had to arrange one you know it.
A used car salesman has nothing
on an undertaker when it comes to
making you feel like you aren’t
QUITE good enough to be inside,
and the only way you can prove
you are is to spend a little more
money.
So the college students
on the freeway can see how rich
you are.
Not for me. I’ll take a fast
life and a slow ride at the end.
It
Or leave me where I fall.
makes no difference to me.

Letter. to tile editor

Chicano group’s answer to O’Connell
Editor:
I’m glad that Martha O’Connell
wrote her views on the Chicano confrontation with the Daily. I only wish
that all people had an easy access to
the newspaper! It proves to Chicanos
and all freedom loving people everywhere that the Spartan Daily has a right
wing leaning and if this article sees
print it will be by pressure brought to
bear.
I have this to say about Martha
O’Connell. She should be informedof
the facts before she writes anything
about what is happening. She didn’t
come to the Chicano community to
ask what happened on Tuesday, Feb.
29 or to ask what happened on Wednesday, March 1st. She didn’t comment on
Pellerin’s breach of oral contract nor
did she comment on Pellerin’s invitation to all the Chicanos to attend the
editorial board meeting scheduled
Wednesday, March 1st at 1:00.
The board met on March 1st at
2:00. This was stalling in my view,
then the board tired to eject the
Chicano from the room to conduct a
The Chicanos resecret meeting.
fused --we wanted everything in the
open. The editorial board moved to
another room and we followed. Only
after pressure by the Chicanos and
a lawyer, Bob Dresser, representing
the Chicanos, did the board consent
to admit seven Chicanos, represented

to speak, but not to vote.
Our demands were based on
Pellerin’s argument on Feb. 29th.
Pellerin’s statement was that of 90
per cent of the student body spoke
English and that then the whole paper
should be written in English.
The Chicanos said no! We did not
agree with this argument (the paper
belongs to everyone) but we, the Chicanos, decided to follow theargument
to its logical conclusion. If 90 per cent
of the student body is English-speaking (a doubtful question) then 10 per
cent belongs to the Spanish-speaking
community and if we could not get the
space, space controlled by the Chicano editors, then we wanted 10 per
cent of the money that goes toward
publishing the Daily.
The Daily
granted no concessions. They only
allowed Mano a Mano to continue
under their original agreement.
The Chicano students also brought
up other alternatives which Bob
Pellerin pretended to ignore --a question of basic policy changes. Would
the Daily accept Chicanos on the
Editorial Board?
And would the
Journalism Department accept basic
policies to institutionalize minority
participation on the staff of the Spartan
Daily? Neither of these questions were
answered.
Steering Committee -Los Estudiantes De Aztlan

‘Vietnam settlement?’
Sirs c Mar inucci
The distinct possibility of a
settlement of the Vietnam war
after three -and -one-half years of
relative inactivity by the Nixon
administration seems very suspicious.
Given the fact that this is an
election year, could the President
have held off on settling the war
until it was politically expedient,
and could secure his re-election?
Sound strange?
It all fits.
If one can assume that there have
been secret talks between the
United States and the North Vietnamese for some time (and I have
reason to believe there have),
couldn’t the proposal the President announced to the nation at

the end of January have been presented last year or earlier?
And why has the Vietnamization
process been so slow? Surely it
does not take three years to pull
troops out of a country? Why has
Mr. Nixon set the goal for a
volunteer army for 1973? Is the
implication he will be around at
that time as President?
It is easy to see if the war is
settled and all troops are withdrawn before the election, Nixon
will no doubt have the election in
the bag. One can only wonder if
it’s coincidence or contrived that
the war looks like it will be over
now, and didn’t two years ago.

The Earth people ore evidently very similar to us here on Jupiter...
except that they don’t wear any clothes!

ONE STRUGGLE, MANY FRONTS

Provisional vs. Official IRA
by the Graphic Offensive
A lot of irresponsible nonsense
. about the IRA has been written in these
pages lately by Martha O’Connell and
her circle of thick-headed Catholic
bigots.
Martha is a fan of the
Provisional IRA, a sectarian terrorist
organization who, rather than making
the Irish revolution, have set it back 10
years.
Rather than protecting the
Catholic communities, they have been
responsible for more deaths there than
the British army themselves, through
their stupid acts.
The Provisionals think nothing of
exploding a bomb in a Protestant
neighborhood, causing injury and death
to 37 working class people, and Martha
undoubtedly beams with joy as another
vital blow is struck against the enemies of the Virgin Mary.
The American press is quick to
credit any senseless terrorist act
to the "outlawed Irish Republican
Army," refusing to acknowledge the
fact that the Irish Republican Army is
split into two branches, the Provisionals and the Officials, whose political philosophies and day-to-day
practice are a million miles apart.
(And in fact most of those bombings
of pubs are done by Protestant
vigilantes in an attempt to discredit
the IRA, or by the Special Air Services,
the British equivalent of the Green
Berets, who are trained right here in
Virginia.) What the Provisionals have
accomplished is basically to give
British law ’n order stormtroopers
an excuse to occupy and terrorize
their land.

Official IRA
The Official IRA, on the other hand,
is part of a popular Irish Republican.
Movement that wants to create a
united, democratic and socialist Ire-

land. They are a non-sectarian force
(20 per cent of their membership is
Protestant) where, unlike the Provisionals, women fight on an equal basis
with men. (In fact women are presently carrying on the greater part of
the struggle in the North, as any man
over the age of 15 and under 60 is
likely to be hauled off to a concentration camp for "suspected membership in the IRA.")
Today Ireland is ruled by three
governments: the Fianna Fail government of the South (The "Irish Free
State"), the 6 -county government of
rich Protestant businessmen in the
North (Ulster), and by the British
from Westminster.

IRA split
The
Provisionals
split with
the Official I.R.A. in 1970, in opposition to their increasingly social list and non- sectarian line, and formed
an alliance with the Fianna Fail
government of Jack Lynch in the
Catholic south, which has been supplying them secretly with money and
guns. They are interested primarily
in kicking the Protestants out of
Ireland, regardless of the fact that
this would only cause another 100
years of civil war.
The Official I.R.A., on the other
hand, along with their political arm,
the Sinn Fein, do not recognize any
government currently ruling Ireland.
They are out to defeat British neocolonial rule in Ireland, topple the
capitalist governments and eject the
foreign capitalists (American, Canadian, German, French and Dutch) who
own almost all the Irish land, both

north and south.
Lynch and his cronies will go to
any lengths to oppose them, even to
arming the Provisionals, for Lynch
wants to join the Common Market, a
measure the Official IRA violently
opposes.
While this would benefit
Lynch and his small band of imperialist managers, it would be disastrous for the Irish people. With
their mining rights, fishing territory,
and other vital resources sold off
to the eight nations of the Common
Market, within a few years all of Ireland’s resources would be hauled off
to Europe, leaving a tidy commission
for the Irish capitalist class and
nothing for the Irish people.

Sabotaging goals
The Provisionals are sabotaging
the Official IRA’s goal of uniting
the Irish working people regardless
of church, for they as a class probably face the worst working conditions anywhere in the western world.
The
British -capital dominated
economy has been highly inflationary,
causing thousands of workers to be
laid off. In the ghettoes of Belfast, the
umeployment rate is as high as 50 per
Wages are incredibly low.
cent.
Women average 34p an hour while men
average 55p, two-thirds lower than the
wage of the average American factory
worker.
By successfully defending and
working for the civil rights movement in the North, the Officials have
gained the respect of thousands of the
Irish people, Protestant, Catholic,
and Galltacht Despite
Gaeltacht,
O’Connel’s assertion that only 5 per

cent of the people support the Official
IRA, the fact is that 5 per cent of the
people are in it, and their support is
far greater than that.
Imperiali.m
The American bourgeois press is
determined to discredit the Republican
Movement since British imperialism
and American imperialism are so
closely interwined. Ireland is rich
in minerals: from copper and silver
to offshore oil, it offers foreign corporations 20 -year tax-free leases and
cheap labor to exploit. America has
several military bases there including
one in Derry. Pfizer Chemical Co. of
New York and Magnet Cove Barium
are just a few of the American firms
that have invested heavily into Ireland.
Even the rubber bullets and CS gas
used by British troops on Irish
demonstrators and bystanders are
made here in Chicago!
According to Cathal Goulding, recently arrested Chief of Staff of the
IRA, they aim "for the reconquest of
Ireland for the Irish people. This
policy involves not only the expulsion
of British Imperialism from Ireland,
but also the unity of Ireland and the
achievement of the Irish revolution:
i.e. making the men of no property,
the Irish working class, the masters
of their own land."
If you’re interested in hearing
more about Ireland from a first hand
account, Gerry O’Keefe of the official
IRA will be speaking on Seventh Street
Wednesday at noon. Ile was a ma rshall
at the Jan. 30 Derry demonstration
where 13 unarmed Irish men and boys
were massacred by British troops.

(Editor’s note: First, there was no
"pressure" brought upon us to publish this letter. We readily accept
and print such comments. Also, I
know of no "oral contract" with
Michel. What’s more, 100 Chicanos
DID attend our regular board meeting
The second meeting, at
at 1 p.m.
2 p.m., was specially scheduled for
a board vote.
In order to avoid
crowd pressure, we asked that only
seven Chicano representatives attend.
As it turned out, a large group of
Chicanos pushed their way into the
second meeting and after agreeing to
remain silent were allowed to stay.
Further, 100 per cent of the students
here "speak English," and I have
never said anything to the contrary.
My comment was that no more than
10 per cent was bi-lingual, knowing
both English and Spanish.
B.P.)

Second look
Editor:
Columnist Dan Russo, whose front
page story titled "Smart Shoppers
Should Bypass Spartan Store" aired
his opinions, needs to do more research before he publishes again.
He betrays a lack of knowledge of
business practices and some of the
laws that govern those businesses.
Russo should delve into the Fair
Trade Laws that settle the matter
as to what to charge for books (if the
manufacturer so requires), or the
Robinson-Patman Act, or some of
the Miller-Tydings amendments to
the Sherman Act, or ad infinitum.
Russo should compute prices for
items bought by the case, at a single
case price, and then compute prices
for those same items bought by the
carload at the carload price.
His implications that the Spartan
Bookstore should be able to compete with Lucky Markets betray an
unawareness of the facts of life.
The same is true in the case of a
business that specializes in one line
(photography) as against one that
covers the spectrum of all needs.
Worse yet, in an honest comparison, is the pitting of a business
such as Underground Records (which
is peddling a number of records
pressed by clandestine companies that
pirate the works of honest manufacturers, for a market figure that
omits royalties to the original performers) with a business that deals
above the counter.
Recommendation: that columnist
Russo broaden his vistas beyond his
journalism major to include marketing, business law, financial accounting, and statistics.
Alvin C. Beckett
Professor of Business

Editor’s note:
All student and
faculty members are encouraged to
express their views on any subject in the letters to the editor
secion of the editorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought to
the Spartan Daily office, JC 2C3,
and must be 250 words or less,
typewritten and double-spaced.
Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all
letters must be signed.
Nonstudents and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone number and title or position.
The Spartan Daily will not print
letters which are libelous or in
poor taste. The editor reserves
the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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News Review

Couple starts own business:
A ’loving’ wakeup service

’Diaper-in’ over day care
Compiled from Associated Press
by Paula Belshaw
Wire Editor
PALO ALTO- -Over 20 children sat through a "diaper- in’
outside Mayor Kirke W. Comstock’s office yesterday to
dramatize

the

need

for

an

infant

and

day

murilmg, ’Mkt,

care center.

Comstock was the target of the sit-in because he cast
the deciding vote in a City Council decision denying the use

day for love."
Isn’t that a better way to

for a city office some time.

get up than the startling ring

her time withtheir two young

of an alarm clock?

children at home.

Paul
think

it

Stamp

Jackie

and

That’s

is.

why

started a telephone
wake-up service for SJS stu-

they’ve

OK, let’s see your license
WASHINGTON --The Supreme Court unanimously ruled
.yesterday

that

married

The

court

agreed

with

a

panel

of

and

needs

a

anyone else who

judges in

’Hi there and yes I know it’s 5 am,’

Alabama and with state officials that married names should

political
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She said

calling people to wake them
up is a lot of fun and she

keep talking.
The service rates

about businesses to start for
$1,000 or less.
He is confident his business can bene-
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fit those students who have a

the

hard time waking up to alarm
clocks.
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for a long time.
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many
of people over the
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boost to get
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Stamp, 22, is working on
Mrilynn Yee

federal

dents

up during the day.

women do not have a right to be

issued drivers’ licenses in their maiden name.

II

and is interested in running

of a local church as a day-care center, said one of 15 adults
with the children.

all

It’s a great

Time to get up.

The toddlers, who averaged 3 years of age, spent an hour
in the hallway in front of Comstock’s office, munching cookies
The mayor, however, wasn’t in.
and playing with chalk.

"We

Mrs. Stamp

like the idea of

doing something on our own

She
say

he used for identification purposes.
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calls to their 20 customers.
makes it a point to

something

cheerful

so

her customers can start the
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Above 60? Not draft-likely

More theft hits SJS

WAMIING FUN --Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird announced yesterday a draft call of 15,000 spread over April,
repeated

a

statement

Vandalism

week that

last

made

he

only 50,000 or fewer men would be drafted in 1972.
Selective Service officials said draft registrants with
numbers above 60 are not likely to be drafted.
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7 a.m.

Theatre.

"The Taming of the Shrew,"
comes to life on campus

trays Petruchio, a gentleman

beginning Friday, in theCol-

Katherina

lege Theatre. Performances
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shrewish temper.
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Bert
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directed by Clement
Hutchinson, will perform to-
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Shakespeare’s battle of the sexes starts Friday
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The College Snack "Bar"
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veloper, Roy T. Brophy, will
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And Get One At
Price With This Ad
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whose term expired.

the vacancy created by
end

of

William

181 E Santa Clara

A.

former president of the San
Board of Education.
Robert
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Beaver,

Los

Angeles contractor, will fill

and Alleluia," by Hindemith,
and Samuel Barber’s "First
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Symphony."

through 1976.
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AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

SPARTAN SPEARS, 4:30 p.m., CU.
Pacheco Room

MEETINGS

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

A

MARINE OFFICER
FRESHMEN - SOPHOMORES -JUNIORS:
the Platoon Leaders Class (pilot ground or low)
offers to eligible students:
Training and pay
Immediate draft deferment
of $540 for 6 weeks during summer No on camOptions of $100 per month
pus training or drills
while in college

FREE 40 hours civilian pilot training during senior
year Commission as a 2nd Lt. upon graduation
from college Starting salaries from $700-$1000

ba, ARIAN
Moron WORKS
MUNCH

MI SC

TODAY
CALIFON NIA MARIJUANA INITIALoma Prieto
TIVE (CMI), 12 30 p
Room Leo Paoli will be the speaker
ASIAN SISTERS,? 30p rn ,C U Pache
co Room Discussion of the Bengali
women’s raffle
PI SIGMA ASPHA, political science so
, Business Tower 450
ciety, 330 p
Important organizational meeting All
new and old members and political
science majors are welcome
OPERATION RENT WATCH, 7 pm,
Speakers
C U Loma Print. Room
will be from the Internal Revenue Se,
vice and AFL -CIO
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 8 p m ,
434 E William St. above Strawberry
Fields Bible study open
FLYING 20, 730 p rn . SJS Aero De
partrnent
TRI-M, Members of Modern Markel ing,
7 30 p m , Business Tower 316 Orien
Wain for the marketing game
TOMORROW
SHOTO KAN KARATE CLASS, 3 p m ,
Women’s Gym 101 Experimental Col
loge is sponsoring this introductory
karate class

TODAY
JOINT EFFORT, 8 30 p m Charlie
Mullelwhite and Frank Und Jas AS
SI SO, general $2.50
SJS SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE,
8 15 p m , Concert Hall, Music Depart
ment, free and open to the public This
is the first concert this semester
KSJS, 90.7 on the FM dial, is present
ing a new radio program. "Vistas of
Israel " This program will be broadcast each Tuesday, 5-5 15 pm
TOMORROW
ON CAMPUS RECYCLING, 8 am -2
pm , Seventh and San Carlos Streets
Bring gloss. tin and aluminum con
(liners
CHILD CARE ACTION COMMITTEE,
a petition table will be set up near the
Industrial Arts Building, Wednesday
through Friday. 11 an, -230 pm
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATION in
June and summer are being taken The
next appointments will be scheduled
today for the week if March 13th
Deadline to apply I,,, toic graduation
is Marsh 24

YOU ARE INVITED TO

per month

Obligation: 21/2 years for ground officers and
31/2 years after flight training for pilots

TALK TO THE MARINE CORPS OFFICER

typing speed
SW ED

STI DENT DISCI II \
Phone 247-3444
4855 STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SANTA CLARA CALIF 95051

DAN HICkS HIS HOT
LICkS t SID CLIFFORD

TOUR

8 - 9 MARCH 1972

TIME

9:00

FREE:PRIZES, MOVIES,GIVEWAYS
See the inside of o ’real’ Boeing 747!

AERONAUTICS DEPT

RSVP TWA Campus Rep Bruce Freeman 157 5887
FREE PARKING COUPON Avail ABL F AT SPARTAN TRAVEL MART
OWER LEVEL OF UNION
fe

Students will be elated over a completely new
way to correct typing errors: Liquid Paper’s* new
dispenser, slipstick.
When you’re typing the big one, the 30-page
paper you’ve been sweating for weeks, that’s when
mistakes bug you the most. So you slow down.
And the closer you get to the bottom of the page.
the more you clutch up. Mess up now and you’ve
got a whole page to retype.
When you’ve got a slipstick handy, you don’t
worry about mistakes. One easy touch releases a
special fluid that buries the mistake and leaves a
clean new surface like the paper itself.
So you type relaxed. And make fewer mistakes
On the big assignments, Liquid Paper’s new slip stick could put you days ahead.

’quid Parer Corporator: Dept CS
4130 MaLlmlle Drive
Dallas, Texas 75231

TWA 747

DATE

by two or three days.

ASK FOR LIOUID PAPER SLIPSTICK AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE OR ORDER DIRECT WITH THIS COUPON.

/7\C\

TIME: 8:30 PM :
DATE: THUR. MAR. 9
PLACE: TWA -San Francisco
International Airport

This little slipstick
could increase your

A

3 00

was

named to an eight -year term,
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780 SOUTH 1st. STREET
SAN JOSE
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dent Carol Jean Zafren. Ms.
Zafren has appeared in a

day.
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from

in productions at

dena Playhouse.
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in the second floor lobby, but
none investigated.
Later,
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is open weekdays from 1 to
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Permit numbers 1333 and
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at 12:30 p.m. last Thursday
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HOS stolen from her car on

other

moved the forms and clamps
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Mrs.

she

ing after owner Bill L. Miller
it in his locker.

foot.

parking permits disappeared last week. Mona A.

stolen from the Music Build-

campus police.

right

three

the campus community last week, according
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Shakespeare’s ‘Shrew’ is here;
production starts two-weekend run
of

Miller was removing an-

the

continue throughout the day.

May and June.
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off on

Her calls start at 4 a.m. and

please send me_Lidu

Paper sl.psticks 5i

st

Name
Address

MARCH H-10 AT THE OLD
TOWN THEATRE LOS GATOS
T.W.TH,4 5L0N. 000 $2,50
FRI,ISAT, 9W(10:00
FOR INFORMATION :.5-1-841I5

CO/ Slate/Zip
Total and, enclosed S
(Texas residents, add AVI% stale and local sales tan)

I.

igked Paper Corporation
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Skinner ‘happy’ again

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGIC ALL Y SOUND:
Home Cleaners !Basic H. L. etc I.
Food Supplements Itristant Protein)
Beauty AidstProteinizedShampoo etc /
John 81 Mary Rhoades 297 3866

Keith Peters
Johnnie Skinner is an outspoken young man. He’s
not afraid of saying something if he believes it needs
saying.
When Skinner was benched early in the year, the
Spartan cagers third game to be exact, he could
have easily criticized first year coach Ivan Guevara.
After all, Skinner had been the star of the team
the previous year despite the Spartan’s poor 2-24
record. Skinner scored 466 points, averaging 18.6
digits a contest and becoming SJS’ second best alltime season scoring leader.
But Skinner kept quiet Maybe he shouldn’t have.
The early season rift between Johnnie and Guevara
grew, with neither party consulting each other on the
stipulations of why the junior scoring whiz wasn’t
starting.
"The coach said it was his fault," said Skinner,
explaining the results of a talk with Guevara. "He
said there shouldn’t have been the breakdown in communication that there was."
Johnnie explained that
having a new coach to get
used to also increased the
problem of communication
netween the two.
"We had a lack of communication," said Johnnie.
When you have a new coach,
’re not sure of each other.
-I believed in the coach
in the early season.
But
then one day the coach criticized me. I didn’t find out
about the criticism until! got
it second hand from another
teammate."
The incident bothered
Skins e r and concurrently
feud over hurt his playing potential.
"I had a talk with the coach following the incident,"
commented Skinner.
"I think I lost a little of my*
respect towards him at that time. When you lose
respect for a coach, you can’t give your 110 per cent
on the court."
The communication gap widened as the season got
longer. Skinner sat the bench more with neither
Guevara or Johnnie talking to e.i Aber very much.

Johnnie Skinner

The coach didn’t have , ,adoience in me in all
phases of my game," Skinner explained. "1 don’t
think he was too happy with my defense."
While Skinner worked on his defense, senior C.J.
Howard took over at Johnnie’s starting spot and
repaeatedly turned in standout performances. Johnnie
still saw playing time but it became increasingly
less.
An all-time low was reached when Skinner sat
out the entire game against San Diego State on the
Spartans’ next -to- last roadtrip.
It was evident Skinner wasn’t pleased.
"Basketball is like a job for me. 1 report to practice and work for two and a half hours, then when it’s
over. I turn my attention to other things until the next
day. II my boss doesn’t have anything to say to me,
I won’t have anything to say to him."
GETS CHANCE
When Skinner did get a chance to play, he made the
most of it.
In st;,rting assignment against Fresno State, the
junior from Philadelphia poured in 26 points and was
named PCAA player of the week.
Against UOP, Skinner was even better. Utilizing
his snake -like moves, Johnnie drove in and around the
Tigers for 27 points and harassed his opponents with
some excellent defense.
"I’ve done what I did in the last few games because
I had to prove to myself and the coach that I could do
the job," Skinner stated. "I can play anything as well
as I want when given the chance.
Following the Spartans’ final game, a loss to
Pacific, Skinner and Guevara had another talk.
"The coach thought the season was a disaster
for me," said Skinner, "I told him I thought it wasn’t.
"I thought I benefited from the season even when
I was sitting on the bench I learned. If you learn
anything during the year, then it has to be considered
prosperous.
Despite the lack of communication between Guevara
and Skinner and all the problems the two had this year,
Skinner thinks next year is going to be a good one.
"I’m looking forward to next year," said Johnnie.
"I think we’ve got things ironed out now. I’m going
to work on my game and the coach is going to work
on his communications."
Should be an unbeatable combination next year.

Carlos Kirmayr

PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle, Invest a total
of $400 and a little of your time.
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
(admitted free) each weekend. (We
average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale) Call
before 500 for a listing of the types of
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Cluestionai re completed each weekend) 2879566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9am-4pm Every
weekend Sal & Sun 9arn-4prn Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway
& Monterey Rd Si
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"

Urgently Needed’
40 Copies
of
"Disorganized
Personality"
McGraw Hill
1964 edition

f Or
Dr Eggars
Psych Course
WILL PAY
$5 50
per editpui
Bring to
Spartan Bookstore
Textbooks
Downstairs

0.1th goodtealle,..i,,,’ ably Stanford (w hich has
taken three of four meetings),
and Hayward State, a 1-0
loser last Saturday.
Radio KSJS- FM ( 90.7;
will carry the contest live beginning a 7:15 with a pregame show.
Intense rivalry caused
plenty of excitement in 1971
in the four games played.
Santa Clara led 8-0 heading
into the eighth inning when
a Brian Nakamoto two -run
homer sparked a va liant
comeback.
A wild ninth frame re-

-Allied as the Spat Luis scurtA
five times after two were out
only to see their hopes of victory vanish with a bases
loaded strikeout.
Coach Menges never forgot that close defeat and
decided to split the pitching
chores between his top three
hurlers, Risk, Dave Imwalle
and Raleigh Rhodes for the
ensuing game. The Broncos
could not get the necessary
hits to offset the aggressive
play of emotional Spartans.
A key play by rightfielder
Dennis Smith was the needed
factor for an SJS 4-1 triumph

the SJS frosh-soph base SJS, 4-2 and 2-0 in leaal: team is on the run and gue had to go 12 and one*hey proved it twice Satur- third innings and 177 pitches
Way as they defeated the USF before they could pull out the
lions in a league opening second game victory.
ioubleheader, 3-0 and 1-0.
With Dave Frandsen on
After producing only four second base, catcher Lynn
-xtra base hits in six games Brown smacked a bounding
oach John Hennig said, "We double to right-centerfield to
nave to stress running and score Frandsen with the win,iefense to go along with our ning tally.
Irong pitching since we
Southpaw Dave Adornet o,
it with pow’i
and righthanders Rich Cod le

EltimitzPAcrow
PRESENTS
The Biggest 8, Best

and Steve Gordon - Forbes
combined to shut the Dons out
for 20 innings, limiting the
opposing batsmen to nine
hits.
Leading the Spartan
attack was freshman left fielder Phil Benevento. He
scored two runs and garnered
two hits as he lifted his team
leading batting average to
.571

DISCOVER
EUROPE
ON A BIKE
r,

ei

COMPLETE NATURAL VITAMIN
LINE -AT direct mania ecturer prices!!
Name bread formuletions at 1/2 to
Don’t be ripped off
1/4 off retail
by the health food stores, Try us
first! WHITE FRONT PHARMACY
in Sunnyvale -152 East El C orn ino Real 245-6742
or call for more info
or 29541444 aft 9

HARMONY WAY VOICE - PIANO
STUDIO
Today’s Music or "Classical"
Beginners Professionals
San Jose 286 9917,
Santa Cruz 476 6616

AUTOMOTIVE
Want to inspect hundreds of used
vehicles in one slop’ All makes’
Al! models -All prices Free Admission Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad- Announcements
BARGAIN, 19 JAVELIN with 390 cu
Orig $14,103.
Excellent condition.
Asking $1,550 Call Dave 299-9750.

293 9316

tool set, shop
rings,
valves, plugs
manual included, 14,500 miles $250
or otter Palo Alto, 323 2058

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth. 1,2 block from SJS
Librery King -Queen complete water
beds $4600, Double $14, Twin $33
Frames $10 & up Liners $2, Heaters
524 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water solos, organic turn
Mellow
ilure, pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices. 35
S 4th 287-7093
SHEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
Ph 293-2954
Any amount
pound

’117 PORSCHE 912 AM/FM Michelin
tires E xcel lent cond 53,500 or offer
Dale 298-3731
KARMAN GHIA, Runs good Synchromesh" trans , 36 hp eng Recnetly
rebuilt
$175 or offer/treat Call
356-4468

’62 OLDS CUTLASS, Convert A/T
New transmission, battery, tires,
Excellent condition 5375/
arbor
offer 964-4566

5.

CLASS 3 Bdrm APT
LEFT Ate
Poul
return No..1, fur ri,,ed
28/ 7590

/4/ k
10,’,’

ONE
deposit
S 11th

ONLY

SPACIOUS 1 1913RM. APT unl rnifurn
No children or pets Quiet 283 E
Reed corner of 7th, 286 2006

San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28 ft die
Great for
meter, orange and white
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc Only
Visit one of our stores at 400
55
113 blocks west of SJSI
Pork Ave
Ph 286.1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
at Winchester) Ph 375-1040

APT SIZE Bedroom with doiuo pot
bath, kitthen pm I F antaslic view 10
min to col loge Upper di, girls only
$60, rev 374 0796 or 293 1300

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract. Call
Esche’s 251.2598

$02.50 Share 2 bdrm modern turn
apt 250k from SJS Own room, pool.
garg Non-smoker Call 298 1333 any
time

L:CENSED CHILD CARE. Close to
campus Reasonable rates Fenced
yard
Lunch
Mrs
Mc Curley
224 1489

1 or 2 Roommates needed fur 2 ticIrm
Turn apt 4 blks from rampus Call
Robin 297 1075 1 5, 10 11 pm

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
Ali
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished Special student
rates
Stevens Para ’Loft. Oakland
Airport 569-5358

"ATTRACTIVE & SHAPELY COED’S
WANTED"
Models
for photographers studio
needed at 155 per 1.2 hr I For more
Call 328-7071
info
JOBS -TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
3541186
ok $2 to 53 plus pr ’hr
UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY
Direct Sales,Crew Management Ma
lure- Interested students only A new
Ecological Service in Gardening Call
253-157
253-1569
PAID STAFF POSITION WITH EXSuperMale
TENSIVE training
vise 6 male mentally retarded adults
in residence club 45 hr shift plus
staff time 1-3 units credit
522 e
day plus hrly
Mrs Roberts 295.
1065.

FRIDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Moster’s - Reports Disertations
Marianne Tambora 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose

I NEED BABYSITTING JOBS NEAR
Available daily aft 5 pm.
SJS.
& weekends Possible live-in w/Igt
housekeeping Call 297-1350
GLIDER GUIDERS-Good Soaring weather is now here for your enjoyment.
Thunderbird Soaring is now open offering the finest in instruction and
rentals
Stop and go for a flight at
Hwy 17 & Dixon Lending Rd or call
263-0463

WA, 2 BDRM, 5135, 1 bdrm $110.
Clewing Fee
Studio $85 Porn
292-6723

CRAFTSMAN’S HOUSE close to campus has room available the 1st of
April
House privileges Call 8-11
pm 266-1602

rates

BABYSITTING fulltiine.
Mon thru
Fri 7 am to 6 pm Close to college Will pick up children, call
996-2761

FOR RENT April 1, 2 bdrm, apt
Furnished $750/mo Close to campus
Cell 2913-7188 or 295-4492

27" 10 -speed. Good condition $85.00
1955 Indian 750 CC $50000 Steve
287-7631

YOU WANT USI
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th e2 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades

AUTO INSURANCE
No driver refused
low mo
Harvey Diesner 241 3900

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 1
block from campus S50/month Call
293-3619

2 CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd 2 bdrm
apt., share room: $4250; utilities
8 blks from campus Call 298-2767

HELP WANTED

TYPING, Experienced. festaling
Former English ted
244-6444 all 6 Mary Bryner

$75 A MONTH TO SHARE lure 3
bdrm house 2/married couple in Cam brim area of San Jose 371-4685

3I1 CALIBER SMITH & WESSON. Mdl
10. Military -police spec -1 mo. old.
Never fired $OO Free police style
holster 275-6054

GOLFERS-Half set of golf clubs 35 6 9-p irons, 1 -3 -woods, and bag
297-7016
$20
Call after 5 p m

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your frieedly seighborhood
267 4355 Ilsmanuensis, any
one’)
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
n isi
IBM Seleclric pica Can edit
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanizin Call
298 4104

REFINED, furnished rooms, male
Kitchen privileges, no smoking or
drinking 293-3045

NO TIME TO CLEAN your house or
$5
We’ll clean it for you
apt
week Call Sandy or Linn 298-48039

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K enn et h Nelson.
Frey 7 & 10 pm Mar. 10
Dailey Acid Admission 930

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnancy testing, contraception and
Call Family Planning
steriletion
Alternatives 298-9011

TRANSPORTATION

MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2bdrrn
2 bathroom Turn apt Close to campus
535 a mo 595S 9th 010 or Call
289-9100
DELUXE FURN. 1 & 2 barn, opts
4 blocks from campus Reasonable
rates
See manager 165 E Reed
N 35J
1 BORN APT. avail 5125/mo Also
Move in now
studio apt S100,-mo
or resv for June Clean, mod , near
SJS 751
2nd St 293-7796
WE NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE
to share a room in house S55/rno.
Near S15. Call 287-7853
1 BORN FURN, apt for rent 585/
mo No pots Very quiet Girls only
Call 297-8309 after 5 p m 674
996 SI
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
immediately to share 2 bdrm apt
$50,nonth
1 2 blk from campus
Call 293-0883
3 13DRM, I BATH HOME for lease
Washer, dryer, stove, large refrig
$190, 1st 8 last plus $50 dep plus
refer
765 S 12th St , Call 295-8429

NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
451-7905
4206 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA,. 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, i
ice
student camping lours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOFA agent for inter-Europeen student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 826-6669 12131 8260955 or call campus rep: Sian Collet
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc. All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expenses paid
overtime, sightseeing.
Free informotion-Write, Jobs On
. Dept.
04 P 0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca.
92115
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 was. $350
Inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel (ages 18-301.
Also Europe, Africa. Write. Whole
Earth Expeditions, Ltd., U.S. Agents
for’ Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497,
K C Mo 64141

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT and ownership -many improvements, all units
furnished, lower rates. one two bdrm.
146E William 998.2494
WOMEN ONLY! Pure barn, Share kitchen & bath
From $70
260 S.
17111 287-3041
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Excl food
Coed Just off campus
linen & maid ser Parking, color
TV
Inside court yard
Beautiful,
Run by people who care Shared S20 50
vik
Meals optional $IO wk 293 7374
FEMALE to share newly turn room
in all girl house Wash & Dry, priv
ri frig, kit priv, one block from campus
$50 mo 441 S 6th or call
297 4057

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver. Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the -Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOWI Tave
73 w ith TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call Bruce
at 287.8668 for information
EURORAIL -tours- sofaflightscarrentals-hostels pensions -sports europeancars - shipping sleeping bagsmountainboots. etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard SantaMonica 213:
829-6064

PERSONALS
WHAT’S -DIRTY MARY" DOING BEHIND THE RED BARNONMONTEREY
RD. COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON
FREE organic home grown American
Call 293 5933
puppies, very Cute
STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES
Start immed $I 756, Apply inperson
Part or Full Time
290 S 1st SJ
FIRDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K enntot h Nelson,
Frey 76 10 p.m Mar 10
Dailey Aud. Admission SOS

TO JOHN C. I love you - from your
the pink barrett
,finqbal

DO YOU LIVE IN WILLOW GLEN
AND NEED A ROOMMATE? Fernal,
needs place to live in W G nee:
SJCC
Must have own room Wo
pay up to $75/mo (in uti I I Sat Jul,
at 875 Northrup St 829 during day
sec Thur & Sun Prefer other gIrls
or couple
FULL/PART TIME HELP WANTED
Sell the Shaklee line of biodegradabe
polluting prodcuts
non
L iber
bonuses, benefits and an epicene,’
retirement plan
Call 255-0446 e,
294-9726

HOUSING
’AUTOMOTIVE’

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 16 40,1,..-.,,
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 IS 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 195’,
Borelli Realty, 295 No 1013
Call 297 2410
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FINE CLASSICAL GUITARSFOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783-2671

Classified Rates

M.rnnourn

t
,
ARTISTS MODEL ..,
lists. photographer s, students, groups,
Rat, op., No porn(’
workshops
After 5, weekends. 2756148

FOR RENT

OWN BASEMENT ROOM WITH BED
in house
Share everythin, eat to
gether, porch. 2 living rooms 241
S 1216 297 3520 $55
- 1 Male roommate share 2 bdrm
townhouse with 2 grad students Pool,
quiet, near Macy’s Non Smokers only
201 9035 after 6 30 p m

lines

5

SERVICES

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
12 price Quality books and records
cash, or
purchased Top pricespaid
trade Lots of fiction, suppletnentals,
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
286-6275 186 5 2nd St

VW 51 BUS w/bed 65 eng and Irons
GD eng body needs work $525/ofr
/62-2102, o-2381 Ann pm 3275044

P

.
.ng

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES
Start immediately
$I 75 hr Apply
in person 290 S. 1s1 San Jose par.
or full time.

MOB - ’64 - super shape, wire wheels,
roasts tonneau, rack, new paint, 91175/
offer Call 244-6189 after 5

One

re, new head.

PtrC

WANT A GOOD full time or part tirni
income job? Call 248-4327 after 5

CI4EV. MALIBU, yellow, black int.,
New polyglots
Excellent Ihru out
tires, shocks. Low mileage, all receipts Asking 51.495 Call 299-3297

Spaghetti Garlic Bread and Salad
San Jose

53 for sale 5225. Call

in

XInt

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
$50 to $100 per
No sex or porno
Full or part time, mornings,
day
Artists &
afternoons, evenings
Models Studio 1415 Alameda 5.1
998-1965

FREE - TOUR OF TWA 747 Thor ,
TWA, San
March 9, at 8 30 p m
Francisco Intern/Ilion Airport
Prizes. Monies, Giveaways Free
parking coupon available at Spartan
Travel Mart. College Union RSVP
TWA Rep Bruce Freeman 257-5887

day

EUROBIKE

1968 HONDA WO;

MALE COUNSELOR for emotionally
disturbed adolescents. Room & Board
20 flexible hrs :week 247.0250 Mr
Ladd

Chinese Art of Self
KUNG -FU
Defense Class opening Thor, 7 p m
901 N 8th St
Call 292-4530/29E5861 No contracts

Ott intro v.nr

In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT EVERY
TUESDAY FROM 6 8PM

1001 First St

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K enneth Nelson,
Frey 7 & 10 pm. Mar 10
Dailey Aud Admission 50t

to int u,

Spaghetti Feed

’69 BUICK SKYLARK Deluxe. automatic, power stering, hard top, two
door, radio $1750 Cali 287 9414

ASAHI PENTAXSPOTMATIC F I 4 lens
Like new $250
with electronic flash
742-4050 after 5 p

LOOK1 190 TOSTADAS AND TACOS.
Most show Student Body Card, Senor
Taco, 17th & E Santa Clara Sts.

GIRLS ONL Y, New.priv F rum $60 99 S.
Across t ernpus
S moth
Phone 295 5526 or 295 8511

kJ.

DOUBLE BED with
box springs.
Wooden head board a. frame.
$30
Call 287 3585 around6o’clockMT THF

WANTED: OLD STEREO Components
Discards only please Call Ken 2778568

&anon &

IRMA ANVOil Hi

59 AUSTIN AMERICA MO - New
tires Call 262 7436

KENMORE ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINE with cabinet $50
734-1680

FOR SALE -1967 Pontiac LeMons Convert
Call 251 7355 after 6 p.m.

..1.1.5or roix frift moron
out
c tL

rebuilt

OVATION, GUITAR, Accoustic perfect coed Must sell. 5200 or best
offer 377-4972. Dave

’64 MUSTANG FASTBACK, 2 plus 2.
V-6, 4.speed, r/h, 4/8 tape, gd. cond.
S950 or best offer. 2117-5041

Spartababes sweep twin bill

Bucket

HAND MADE RINGS. Choose f rem red
& gold tiger eye, turquois and fire
$1000 & up Ph 225-7472
agate

SAILING INSTRUCTION -Columbia 26’
sloop Learn while sailing SF Boy
to Sausalito, Tiburon, under the GolCall Miguel at 292-5694
den Gate

CORVAIR
258.1618

mates*. 1 owner,
287 7279

SLEEPER SOFA ’Perfect - Blue Neug.
$50 Uphol boudoir chair, 510 Call
249-4362

PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR 53.75.15 minutes service available. Daily 8 a.rn.-3 p.m.
Sat till noon Ticker Bell Studio,
1040 The Alameda, SJ.

and all evening up of the
series.
Bush tactics by Santa
Clara in the NCAA Playoffs
only caused the rivalry to
grow more for future years.
The Broncos won both
contests to eliminate SJS but
not before such tactics as
creating a swamp down the
first base path to slow up
the Spartan speed corps, the
harassing and eventual arrest of cheerleader Crazy
George, and the provision of
one measley towel maddened
Coach Menges, the team and
supporters

5150

NIKON CAMERA w/50 MM lense very clean and nice 5175 356-5651

FREE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS!
Many topics Largo list of free magaaddresses,
topics St 00
zines,
Aleph, P0 Box 4872, Palo Alto, Calif
94305

FRIDAY
SANG"
Leonar
Morris

qd

engin.

16 mm BON mod 70 DR wilt). 25 &
75 rn m lens 16 mm B&H Filmsound
Bola splice edit
385 C projector
equipment 371.1730

ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS
Humanist Community of San Jose 4
& 24 March, 8pm Contribution $2
738 N 2nd St Call 294.5017

out of the three tournaments
he’s entered this year. He
lost in the quarter -finals of
last weekend’s Lodi Indoor
Invitational, after taking the
San Joaquin Challenge Cup
and the SJS NorCal title the
two weeks before.
Speaking of his previous
Davis Cup matches, Kirmayr
commented, "It’s hard to
describe. It’s a scary feeling -- with all the people
(6,000) watching."
The Davis Cup competition is known for its high
emotional pitch --especially
in South America.
Kirmayr will return to
SJS the week after Easter for
dual meet action.

seals

BELL HELMET,
Size 7 3/4 white
Immaculate
$60 new, Sell for $35
Paul 287-7463

RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
-DIRTY
FEATURING
SALOON.
MARY" IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"RED BARN". 3166 MONTEREY RD.

Vengeful SJS vs. Broncs
iii JALK MOGG
1, you enjoy intense
rival y in athletics’.’ The
upcoming SJS - Santa Clara
series is where anything can
and probably will happen.
This very keen competition begins tonight at 7:30
in Municipal Stadium. Coach
Gene Menges is expected to
start ace Mike Rusk, who
seeks to avenge a defeat
suffered in the NCAA District
8 Playoffs last year. Santa
Clara will start former Piedmont Hill’s star. Harley
House.
SJS is 5-3 on the year
after impressive victories
over California and USE last
week. The Broncos sport a
12-3 mark hut have had

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Ctorlos 294 1455 Just
west it Sears King Queen $24, Dbl
522, Twin $78, Safety Liners $2,
Frames $10 plus 10 Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed healers. pillows, tapestries
Ask dootit our N 00 policy 294-1455
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best guality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at $100 doe (no kidding/
Long stem roses at $3 50 & $id 50 doe
lin a florists box for additional 650
Daisies 650 bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch,- -Daffodils. Tulips, Iris.
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it- we’ve got it,’ Whether you buy one
flower or dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pur
chase is gat wrapped You never got
so much for so little mimey TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE US,/ We also have a
’ergo selection of potted plants, for
rariums, dish gardens and dry arEverything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fer the hospital" or
rengements at $I 95& $2 50 They’re
cute and "just enough ’ We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday II 2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 (al the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Mrdow Perk/

SJS ace Kirmayr
set for Davis Cup
By DAVE CRAWFORD
Carlos Kirmayr, SJS’No.
I tennis player, has been
chosen for the second
straight year to represent his
native Brazil in Davis Cup
competition.
The 21 -year -old senior
will leave March 17 for Rio
de Janeiro for the Davis
Cup match against Venezuela
March 24-26.
"I wasn’t expecting it,"
Kirmayr said of one of the
highest honors in amateur
tennis.
He said it is "another door open" for him in
his tennis career.
Kirmayr, who played the
fourth spot on last year’s
Brazilian team, has won two

46.484E11 -AMERICAN
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